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Narrative Report

This project was very extensive as we screened 2,029 blood donors and surveyed 613 at 5 California Blood banks. This project also received some visibility with the blood banks because Ortho Diagnostics was in the process of developing a serology test for Chagas for the US blood supply and this was just approved in Dec. 2006. This led to the blood centers in the United States needing to determine the best methods for implementing the new serology testing and our study addresses the cost-effectiveness of different approaches to serology testing which the blood banks find very useful in their decision making. Our estimates were only possible through estimation of risk using migration and immigration history mapped to serology risk from Mexican blood banks. Therefore there has been close collaboration with both the California and Mexican the blood banks and we hope more collaboration in the future as we map our survey results using Mexican blood risk to the actual serology results that are now being conducted in the United States. In addition, we would like to determine what the health effects are on those immigrants residing in California who are testing Chagas positive when donating blood.

In addition, we are still collecting data in Mexico on the relationship of serology risk with migration patterns. Attached below are the two abstracts which briefly explain our results.

Abstract #1: Cost-effectiveness of Chagas Screening Strategies

Introduction:
Although the U.S. is not endemic for T. cruzi, up to 100,000 immigrants may have asymptomatic Chagas. The first enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) test for detection of T. cruzi antibodies was approved by F.D.A. Dec. 2006 and blood banks are beginning to serology test for Chagas. However there is no recommendation on the best method of implementing serology testing.

Purpose:
Estimate Chagas risk by travel and residence history of California blood donors through donor surveys and develop a Markov model to determine cost effectiveness of 3 approaches for implementing Chagas testing in US blood banks.
Methods:
We screened 2,029 donors at 5 CA sites for 3 risk based questions: If they or their birth mother were born or ever lived or traveled in Latin America (LA) for >2 weeks. The 481 responding yes answered a survey asking about LA residence and travel history by city, Chagas risk factors, and knowledge. Donor risk was assigned based on known risk at the highest and lowest residence or travel risk. The Markov model compared three scenarios: Serology testing all donations, Serology testing only positives of verbal screening questions, and no serology testing. The model included risk by living/travel history, urban/rural status, blood type, sensitivity and specificity of verbal screening and ELISA testing, and probability of infection. We modeled all Chagas disease states, started at transfusion age 60, and included a 15 year delay in chronic phase symptoms and an increased transfusion death rate. Chagas treatment cost $64,631, ELISA testing $7.50/unit, and verbal screening $3.15/donor.

Results:
Testing all blood donations with an ELISA for T. cruzi is cost effective compared with no testing, being both less costly and saving 0.00135 more life years. It is not cost-effective (CE) to serology test all compared to verbally screening and serology testing positives only; costing $6 million added dollars for each added life year saved. When adjusting our risk numbers to the tested Chagas risk, the CE rises to $74 million per life year saved, indicating we can save $74 million for each additional life year lost if we verbally screen. Life years lost when not serology testing all is 1 in 10,000 blood units. The model is most sensitive to risk estimates, transfusion mortality, and testing costs.

Conclusions:
The new FDA licensing to test for Chagas disease in US blood banks is cost-effective compared to the present practice of no testing even if implementing a procedure to test all donated blood. However, it is not cost-effective to serology test all donations compared to testing only those that screen positive verbally. Addition of verbal screening prior to serological testing should be considered as the most cost-effective option for the US.

Abstract #2: Comparison of Blood donor Chagas Risk across 3 California Sites
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Introduction: The US is not endemic for T. cruzi, but up to 100,000 US immigrants may be unknowingly Chagas infected. Following the recent FDA approval of an ELISA test for detection of T. cruzi antibodies, blood banks must assess likely donor risk without clear data.
Purpose:
To compare donor Chagas risk by travel/residence history and characterize at risk donors across 3 distinct CA locations: San Diego (SD) a border area, Stockton/Modesto (SM) an agricultural area, and San Francisco (SF).

Methods:
We screened 2029 donors with a broad risk based question: If they or their birth mother was born or ever lived/traveled in Latin America for > 2 weeks. The 481 that screened positive took a survey about residence/travel history, Chagas knowledge and risk factors. Each donor was assigned a risk based on known risk of places lived/traveled. Pearson’s Chi-square 2-sided statistical test was used to compare data across sites.

Results:
We found significant differences in % screening positive for any risk (24%) (PChi=20.6, Pr<0.001) with more in SD (28%) and less in SM (15%) than expected. Calculated Chagas risk of all donors (0.004) was highest in SF (0.007) and lowest in SM (0.002).

We found a significant difference in live (PChi=15.9 Pr=0.014) and travel (PChi=29.0 Pr<.001) history across sites. In SD more donors and in SM fewer donors lived/traveled in Mexico than expected. More SF donors lived/traveled in Central/South America than expected.

There was no sig. difference in % of donors surveyed who consider themselves Hispanic despite sig. differences in risk history and census identified Hispanics across sites.

Conclusion:
Verbal screening may lessen the US testing burden by as much as 68%. The calculated risk of CA blood donors varies across sites but is higher than the recently reported 0.0003 serology risk. We caution against strategies testing only in areas with high % Hispanics because surveyed risks did not follow surveyed Hispanic self-identity.
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